Editorial

Peter G Gibson
The miracle of life is that conception and
birth is turning out to be vitally important
for airway diseases. Parental factors and
events during pregnancy influence
neonatal outcomes and infant bronchiolitis,1 2 and increase the risk of childhood
asthma and adult COPD.3 4 Crucially, data
are now emerging from randomised
controlled trials that interventions during
pregnancy can modify the incidence of
childhood asthma.5–7 Because asthma is so
common, and is manageable, this raises
the possibility that asthma in pregnancy is
an important and potentially modifiable
risk factor for the associated adverse
maternal and fetal outcomes, and for
childhood asthma outcomes. This knowledge is now driving intense interest in the
developmental origins of adult lung
disease, and the role of interventions to
prevent adult lung disease.8
What’s been missing from this conversation is sex, or more specifically conception. Is there something going on here
that is also relevant to the development
of childhood asthma? In this issue of
Thorax, the article by Maria Magnus
and colleagues says the answer is yes,
and then goes on to tease out some of
the relevant factors (Magnus M et al).9
It’s a little known fact that women with
asthma have more trouble conceiving than
non-asthmatic women. Time to pregnancy
is increased in asthma, and this is particularly obvious after the age of 35.10 11 This
leads to a need for assisted reproductive
technologies (ART), which themselves
may be associated with an increased risk
of childhood asthma.12
The UK Millennium cohort study of
18 818 children who were recruited at 9
months of age and prospectively followed
at 5 and 7 years of age found that children who were born to subfertile parents
were significantly more likely to develop
asthma, and to be taking asthma medication at 5 years of age.12 This association was mainly related to an increase
among children born after ART where the
adjusted OR was 2.65 for asthma and 4.67
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for taking asthma medications. In this
study, the effects were attenuated by age
7. So maternal asthma is associated with
an increased risk of childhood asthma
and subfertility, and treatment for subfertility is also associated with an increased
risk of childhood asthma. Why is this?
Is it the subfertility or its treatment that
underlies the increased risk of childhood
asthma?
To answer this question, Magnus and
colleagues used an interesting data linkage
design where the results of two national
registries were linked and a prospective
cohort study of mothers and their babies
was also interrogated to address the same
overall research question. The authors
linked data from a national birth registry
and a national prescription database to
identify children born using ART and
who also used asthma medication. The
registries gave population-level estimates
of risk, and the cohort study added granularity to the observations and potential
risk factors. Their results extend the risk
of ART for asthma in children out to
an age of 7 years and suggest that both
parental subfertility and the ART procedure itself might increase childhood
asthma risk. The overall relative risk of
asthma in children conceived by ART was
1.42. This is consistent with the literature
to date (six other studies), which reports a
risk that is between 1.28 and 2.65 (OR).
Parental subfertility was associated with
an increased childhood asthma risk, with
an OR of 1.19. When the risk of childhood asthma after ART was compared
with the risk in children born to parents
who had tried to conceive for more than
12 months, as a way of controlling for
the effects of parental subfertility, then
an additional risk of ART was seen, with
an OR of 1.22. What this says is that it is
both subfertility and its treatment that are
associated with an increased risk of childhood asthma. While these effect sizes are
modest, their importance comes from the
relatively high prevalence of both asthma
and subfertility, and the potential to
modify these risk factors.
Are some ARTs better than others for
women with asthma? The data do not
provide an answer to this question. The
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positive associations with childhood
asthma were seen across different types
of ART, including in vitro fertilisation and
intracytoplasmic sperm injection. Alterations in embryo development before
implantation, and in the receptivity of
the endometrium, are major causes of
subfertility and are the targets of assisted
reproduction technologies. In ART, medications may be used to induce ovulation,
cell culture procedures are required for
embryo development, the hormonal environment is modified and the embryo may
also be manipulated. Since these steps
influence the embryo and the implantation environment, they may also modify
placental and fetal growth and development, which then has implications for
infant development. This raises the question of what is the best ART approach in
asthma. Surely this needs further study to
address whether there may be preferred
ARTs for women with asthma.
What is the mechanism of these effects?
The web of potential interactions is
complex, and involves risks of asthma
itself, pregnancy complications, subfertility and ART, all interacting to lead to
an overall increased risk of asthma in the
offspring. The authors favour a common
immunological mechanism and cite their
observation that maternal history of early
miscarriages was also associated with an
increased childhood asthma risk. Both
miscarriage and subfertility are modulated by immune pathways, and a range of
potential mechanisms has been proposed
to explain these observations.13 Inducible
regulatory T cells seem to be key players
that influence events around conception
and implantation, and a failure to develop
T regulatory cell-mediated immune tolerance is associated with subfertility, recurrent miscarriage and adverse effects in the
fetus and offspring.
How will we transfer this knowledge? Prospective parents with asthma
and healthcare providers in the asthma
and reproductive medicine areas should
understand this information. At this
stage, we can inform people that asthma
is associated with subfertility, and that
subfertility and ART are risk factors for
the development of childhood asthma.
We can encourage research to define the
best ways to explain and manage these
issues. Asthma and pregnancy seem to
fall between two disciplines, and so
guidelines in this area are not optimal.14
There is clearly more to do to improve
what and how we communicate what we
know about one of the fundamental questions that is asked by people with asthma,
namely will my child get asthma?
   1
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Preventing childhood asthma must be
one of the big goals of respiratory medicine. And sex is part of the equation.
There are clearly many opportunities
to better define the risks of subfertility
and its treatment for childhood asthma,
to discover effective prevention and
management strategies and to communicate this information to the people who
matter.

